Balkrishna Doshi: An Architecture for India

Balkrishna Doshi is an architect, urbanist
and educator who builds in harmony with
the climate, culture and traditions of India.
His
contribution
has
long
been
acknowledged internationally but this is the
first monograph to be devoted to his work.
At a time of rapid and unsettling
urbanization, Doshis architecture reaffirms
the links between community and nature. It
charts his quest for a philosophy rooted in
principles.The book is in four main parts a
historical essay; a section which analyses
key projects in detail with the aid of
sketches, models, drawings and diary
jottings; a selection of the architects
reflections; and a postscript by the author
on the trends in Indian architecture. A
detailed bibliography and catalogue of
Doshis works complete the study.
Balkrishna Doshi: An Architecture for
India is a valuable addition to the literature
on contemporary architecture in developing
countries.The volume is a reprint of the
originally
published
by
Rizzoli
International in 1988.Contents: Preface;
Introduction: Modern Architecture and
Indian Tradition; Search for Form: Projects
and Buildings; Selected Thoughts of the
Architect; Authors Postscript: The Future
of Indian Architecture; Biography;
Chronology of Works; Project Details;
Footnotes; Doshis Sketches.
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Laureate Balkrishna Doshi, Institute of Indology .. 2018 Laureate Balkrishna Doshi, Amdavad Ni Gufa, 1994,
Ahmedabad, India. Balkrishna Doshi is the first Indian to receive the award, considered architectures highest honour.
Tom Pritzker, Chairman of Hyatt Foundation, has announced that Indian architect Balkrishna Doshi is the 2018 laureate
of the Pritzker Balkrishna Doshi, this years winner of the Pritzker Architecture Prize, has left a deep imprint on Gujarats
biggest cityand not only through his The Pritzker Prize has honored the work of living architects from all over the
Balkrishna Doshi was born in Pune, India in 1927(Credit: VSF). Balkrishna Doshi: Balkrishna Doshi, Indian architect,
the first from that Doshi, Balkrishna: Amdavad Ni GufaInterior of Amdavad Ni Gufa, Samanth Subramanian writes
about Balkrishna Doshi, the Indian architect who won this years Pritzker Prize. last week, indian architect balkrishna
doshi was selected as the 2018 pritzker architecture prize . amdavad ni gufa, ahmedabad, india, 1994 The winner of
architectures Nobel prize, Balkrishna Doshi, has called on his profession to rethink the way it approaches building for
the most Visiting the office of Indian architect Balkrishna Doshi, the Pritzker Prize winner of 2018.Balkrishna Doshi is
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an architect, urbanist and educator who builds in harmony with the climate, culture and traditions of India. His
contribution has long been - 1 minVideo: Meet Balkrishna Doshi, first Indian to win what is considered the Nobel for
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